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EDITORIAL

Fashion Forward!
It is so exciting to finally share with
you this new issue of Ellwed. It is
the first issue of 2019 and we have
3 more to come this year! While
designing this issue, I could not
help but feel inspiration gushing
from every part of me and I hope
it will be the same for you.
The year started strong with
wedding trend reports and I can’t
be happier to share with you the
big news! Our two cover shoots
got featured in the International
Wedding Trend report for 2019!
Go see the posts on page 68. So, its
official now, Ellwed is the number
one trend setter in Greece and we
want to keep that title! All credits of
course also go to the amazing teams
who pulled the shoots together,
because without teamwork and
peer to peer collaboration, we
cannot expect ground-breaking
results. Don’t miss Kylie’s top picks
for 2019 on page 61 and my mood
board with THE colour of the
year, Living Coral as pronounced
by industry leaders. I want you
to look beyond the colour itself
and think outside the box, how
you could incorporate it in your
wedding? Also, find inspiration
in the objects and scenery around
you not just florals and typical
wedding items like dyed cottons or
silks.
The year started with a twist and
a new look of the magazine, as I
always like to change and perfect
it as we sail ahead! In order to keep
innovating, this time we present
you a different styled cover shoot
or better yet, our cover lookbook
shoot and we are so excited to show
it to you! The team was a good mix
of international vendors from all
over the world, Greece, Australia,
One of my favourite photos - 20
Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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Germany and even America,
which is what Ellwed is all about.
This collaboration between such
international influencers can only
bring one thing to the table –
innovation!
Therefore, I say, Fashion Forward!
I encourage you to get immersed
in our cover lookbook, get inspired
by the Greek mythology and our
ethereal dreamy bohemian bride
styled to perfection. The shoot is
spread all over the magazine so
it will be hard to miss! Start with
the trends of our cover shoot, we
suggest for the years to come on
page 5. Then head to towards the
end of the magazine for the rest
of the inspirations segmented to
inspire different styles you may
prefer, on page 107.

The happiest bride
page 139

Get to know this
Photographer 81

Photography, Hanna Monika Photography

Photography, George Liopetas

The cutest church
on page 129

The chicest couple
on apge 133

Photography, VY Simopoulos

Photography, Karina Papadopoulos

IF you are one of those destination
brides, who bought the dress at
your home and wants to bring it all
the way to Greece, then you should
not miss the ever so important
tips on how to transport your
wedding dress correctly on page
33. But if you are a groom, or just
a gentleman with a style, then you
are in luck! For the first time, we
are hosting the expert’s advice of
one of the UK’s top prominent
bespoke suit tailors and designers
you can find! See what is trending
for the groom and read all about
different, eco-conscious fabrics on
page 41.

this year, I am extremely proud of
our achievements in such a short
time! The wedding community
in Greece is strongly growing
and with the help of our monthly
coffee club meetings expanding
the knowledge and reach! Thank
you all for your support and all
who invested in Ellwed’s growth
this year! Let’s keep it growing
throughout the year!

All in all, don’t just skim through
this one, because you will be sorry
to miss some things you may not
know about. With lots of great
projects still waiting to realise in

With lots of love,
SANYAPERCIC, EDITOR

Photography, Vanessa Tivadar
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spelling mistakes, wrong accreditation, credits, or lack of them, which were published in this magazine. For all participants, please read our collaboration
agreement on our Contact us page. The magazine shall not be copied or reproduced without appropriate permissions from Ellwed.
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF OUR
COVER SHOOT
As you may have noticed, our cover shoot
or better yet, the lookbook shoot, is a bit
different from the usual. This time, we did
not focus on the wedding story and details
of your wedding, rather on the bridal look
itself and the style. The main goal was to
present the look of the dreamy youthful
bohemian Greek goddess inspired by the
Greek mythology and history.
The day started early when our fully
international team organized by Anna
Jill of Kiss from Fleur, gathered in the
centre of Athens for preparations. If
anything, on the day of the shoot, we had
all weather phenomena you can imagine!
Warm sun, lots of wind and constant rain!
The team really pulled through this time
working in the difficult conditions and
cold rainy weather, as the shoot happened

in February! You can really see the strength
and the professionalism of the vendors in
the difficult conditions! Our photographer
Cornelia Lietz, coming from Germany was
a true star! She kept her cool all through the
long day and did not bat an eye even when
she had to shoot in strong rain.
Anna, also coming from Germany, took
care of the full concept of this shoot and
styled the looks of the models as well as the
setup. We used two locations, first shoot was
set at the Acropolis area with the view of the
whole city and the ancient Greek Marbles,
giving our bride the almighty, yet sensual
feel and look. For the Loft, our second
location, we changed the model and the
setup completely to portray the youthful,
urban, industrial look, with romantic and
fun undertones.

These 2 locations combined with of the
gorgeous ethereal bohemian Kite and Butterfly
dresses and styled with Greek inspired Heart
of Gold handmade accessories, both shipped
from America, fitted perfectly with the Greek
Goddess theme we were going for. While
Athena Skouvakis took care of the makeup
and hair styling for both of the models to stay
true to the romantic and free-spirited feeling,
we wanted to depict.
Our filmmaker Anthony of BVaerial or
Beyond Vision Aerial Filmmaking and his
team, were with us from the beginning to
the end working seamlessly in our difficult
weather conditions. Despite all that, they
kept their positive energy to the max and you
could see they enjoyed their work! Stay tuned
18

and follow us on socials, to see what they
have created. We can’t wait to see it.
And we meet again with our florist from
the Winter2017 Cover Shoot! All our floral
backdrops and the floral curtain were created
with love on the spot by our trustworthy
Theo of Petridis LV Florals. It was truly joyful
watching him and his team work and create
these art pieces, which were vital parts of the
complete look. The suspended Greek olive
branches with gold elements and the dry
eco-conscious florals were pieced thither our
Greek Goddess Romance, La Bohème.
Thank you Anna and the team for making
this happen, we could not have done it
without you! Special thanks to Boho Choco
for sponsoring the shoot.
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OUR SO CIAL SCENE
F O R DA I LY I D E A S A N D I N S P I R AT I O N F R O M
G R E E C E , F O L L O W E L LW E D M A G O N S O C I A L M E D I A

Facebook page

Make sure you like our
were we share our blog posts, tips, inspirations and weddings from Greece.

@ellwedmag
To find vendors, get answers to your questions, join our
community on

Facebook Groups

/ellwed.pros.community
/ellwed.bridal.community

To get daily inspiration from Greece and find the right vendors
for you, head over to our

@ellwedmag

Instagram

Twitter

Follow us on
where you will find inspirations and
advice from all over the world.

@ellwedMAG

Love us at

@ellwed

BlogLovin’

Repin from our useful and inspirational boards with ideas from
all over the world, from

Pinterest
/ellwed
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Vendor Treasury

We are building Ellwed,
for the whole
Greece and with all destination vendor working in Greece. Pros, apply:

ellwed.com/treasury/
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BEAUTY & FASHION

PICKING THE RIGHT MAKEUP ARTIST
F O R YO U R W E D D I N G D AY
A N D W H Y YO U S H O U L D S E R I O U S LY
CONSIDER HIERING ONE
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
B Y E L I S S AV E T
Your wedding! A day that memories
will be made and forever be
remembered!
You have thought of every single
detail to ensure your wedding day will
be perfect, but have you put the same
effort into finding your makeup artist?
While it may seem appealing to do
your own make up to save money, the
superior difference a professional can
make will prove the cost is completely
worth working into the budget.

Photography, Kardasilari Maria

Professional makeup artists are
bringing their knowledge, skills and
techniques to create a flawless look in
photos as well as in person. The skill
level of a makeup artist will ensure
that your make up not only looks
amazing but also lasts throughout the
day and night.
However, every professional makeup
artist will have their own style,
aesthetics and techniques. Therefore,
here are a few tips to make this
challenging task a bit easier.

About the Author:
Elissavet is a freelance makeup & hair artist
located in Greece but also available to travel
for destination weddings and other events.
She has an active collaboration with fashion
photographers as well as local and international
modeling agencies and undertakes numerous
projects for Greek apparel companies. Her
editorial work has been published in KODD
and SALYSE magazines and is a proud
winner of British celebrity artist Lisa Eldridge’s
“Next Makeup Star” international makeup
competition 2018.
elsamegiani.wixsite.com/elissavet-muah
All photos Hair and Makeup Styling by Elissavet
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1. Do your research

3. Schedule a trial run

Do your homework and find different
professionals in your area. Make sure
that the makeup artist you chose is
reputable and understands the time
sensitivity of a wedding day. Ask for
their portfolio so you can assess the
quality of their work.
If you have any specific needs (i.e.
allergies,
product
preferences,
etc) ensure they are willing to
accommodate those needs.

Skipping a trial might save you some
money, but you’ll never know what
you’re in for if you give it a miss.
The last thing you need on your
wedding day is a makeup disaster.
Bridal makeup trials are the perfect
opportunity to meet with the makeup
artist in person and share your ideas,
thoughts and concerns. Be completely
honest about your comfort level with
makeup and how much you generally
wear. True professionals know how to
make sure you not only look flawless
but also ensure you feel comfortable
in the makeup they have applied.

2. Know what you want
before you pick your makeup
artist
Determining the exact look for your
wedding day can be a daunting task.
Are you in for a nude look or want to
go for full on glam? Deciding on one
look can be challenging. However, it is
important to have at least a rough idea
before you decide to pick a makeup
artist. When choosing a makeup
artist, you need to keep in mind your
taste and style in makeup. If you’re
more a glittery glam kind of girl, go
for someone who creates such looks
often. If subtle makeup is your thing,
going for someone who prefers that
style of makeup would be wise. Just
like any other artist, makeup artists too
have their own signature style, which
they often find hard to completely go
away from. So knowing the kind of
makeup you want is important before
you select one for your big day.

After the trial keep the makeup for
as long as you can, to simulate your
wedding day routine. Make sure to
check the makeup in different lighting
concentrating and take photos to see
how the makeup is captured.

4. Find someone you get along
with
Having your makeup done on the day
of your wedding should be a relaxing
pampering experience. Find someone
who understands you and makes you
feel at ease. The last thing you want on
your big day is someone you cannot
stand working literally centimeters
away from your face for 60-90
minutes. You did not settle before
finding your perfect match and your
makeup artist should be no different.

Photography, Niki Lazaridou
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Photography, Sakis Gatziaris

5. Quality products

6. Hairstyling

It is highly important to look for
someone who has not only the
proper training but uses professional
products. Training and techniques
are what make the biggest difference
in the quality of work that will be
produced from and individual.
Professional
makeup
artists
understand ingredients and the
importance of using high quality
products instead of cutting corners
and using inexpensive makeup.

Your wedding look is incomplete
without styled hair, It is crucial that
your makeup artist and hairstylist
can work well together. Schedule a
trial session where both will work on
you in order to avoid possible clash
in opinions or flare-ups. Remember
that weddings can sometimes be high
pressure work environments, and
when big families come into play,
it really helps to know you’ve got
people watching over your back no
matter what.

Do not hesitate to ask for proof of
education. The artist you chose is an
investment. Take the time to ensure
you are investing wisely and have the
best possible experience and results.

On the other hand, if your makeup
artist is doubling up as your
hairstylist, it will be a good idea to
check out her hair portfolio too, to
make sure you like her hairstyling as
much as you like her makeup style.

https://elsamegiani.wixsite.com/elissavet-muah
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Photography, Snapshot Photography

7. The D.I.Y. bride
If the possibility of doing your own makeup is still on your mind
then you should at least consider of taking a private makeup course
with a professional makeup artist. This will give you the chance to
determine your makeup look, the correct products to use and the
technique to achieve the desired results the best way possible.
Photography, Lefteris Kalampokas
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To get your Sponsored Article in Ellwed Publication for Destination Weddings in
Greece, contacts us at hello@ellwed.com

ellwed.com
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BEAUTY & FASHION

THE “DOS” AND “DON’TS” OF
T R AV E L L I N G W I T H Y O U R W E D D I N G
DRESS
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY MARGREET RIEMEIJER

Having a destination wedding
means you have to travel with your
wedding dress. Figuring out how to
do this, can be a little stressful, and
you don’t need yet another thing to
worry about. Right? As destination
wedding planners, we meet many
brides traveling with their wedding
dresses from home. Thus, we would

Photography, HannaMonika Photography
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like to give you some advice and tips
on how to bring your wedding dress
safe and sound to your destination
wedding in Greece.
There is no need to panic. With our
tips you will get your wedding dress
from airport to airport in a safe way.

About the Author:
Margreet Riemeijer is the owner and head
wedding planner behind Gamos Crete. With
many years of expertise in planning elegant,
stylish and exclusive, large or small weddings,
she always prioritises the wishes of her brides.
The wedding that will be uniquely yours. Her
Favourite quote by Tony Robbins is ‘Passion is
the genesis of genius’. To every bride she says:
“Feeling very grateful and honoured to be part
of the most important day of your life”
Find Gamos Crete at gamoscrete.com
All photos by HannaMonika Photography
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Don’t pack your dress in your
checked in luggage
Never, under any circumstances,
check-in your wedding dress on an
airplane. We all know the horror
stories about lost or delayed luggage.
Your expensive wedding dress which
you bought with all the love in the
world could easily be damaged, lost
or stolen and may never make it to
the end of the destination. Imagine

what a nightmare it would be to
arrive at your dream destination to
tie the knot and realize that your
wedding dress got lost somewhere
en route. Not to mention that when
you take your wedding dress out
of the bag, you do not know what
condition it will be in. While the
odds of something happening to
the dress may be small, it simply is
not worth the risk of not having the
dress on your wedding day, is it?

Photography, HannaMonika Photography
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Do store your gown in a Do invest in a travel bag for
manner that makes you most your wedding dress
If all the closets are full or off limits,
comfortable
you can still fold your wedding dress
This one is obvious: once you board
the plane, you will want to find a safe
place to store your wedding gown.
One thing you can do is to lay your
dress flat on top of the luggage in the
overhead compartment. Another,
and a better choice, is to ask the flight
attendants to hang your gown in a
first-class coat closet or their own
closet to keep it safe. If there is room,
most attendants would be happy
to do that. This will help keep your
wedding gown free from wrinkles.
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and gently put it in a travel bag. Of
course, there will be some wrinkles,
but it beats having no dress at all.
With that in mind, get yourself a
high-quality, waterproof wedding
dress bag made for traveling. Not
only will it keep your gorgeous dress
safe from any accidental spills, but
it also has a shoulder strap for easy
travel! You can find good quality
travel bags online or at any bridal
salon. A large bag should have plenty
of room to fit your wedding dress
and veil. Now your dress will never
leave your sight!

Don’t forget a handheld
steamer
As soon as you arrive at your hotel
or resort, you will want to make sure
that your wedding dress is still in
perfect condition, but if you need
to get rid of a few creases then you
can easily do so by making use of a
handheld steamer - this will gently

smooth out any wrinkles without
the need to hang the gown in a
bathroom and letting the shower run
hot to create some steam. Handheld
steamers are pretty inexpensive and
easy to pack as well. It is better to
be safe than sorry! Depending on
where you are staying, you might
even be able to track down a bridal
store nearby that will professionally
press your lovely dress for you.

37

Leading destination
wedding planner

Don’t let the stress take over

Do plan ahead

Keep in mind that there are brides
traveling with their wedding dress
every day. For that reason, airports,
airlines and flight attendants are
most likely already used to your
situation, and will be able to help
you. We say, play the bride card, and
everyone will treat your wedding
dress with great care.

Your destination wedding will be
a once in a lifetime event. Conquer
the last to-do item on your list
by figuring out how to travel in
complete comfort and safety with
your wedding dress right next to
you and you will arrive ready to your
destination, saying your vows in
your beautiful wedding dress!

gamoscrete.com
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BEAUTY & FASHION

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW FOR THE
MOST CHIC GROOM STYE
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY CL AIRE SALISBURY
A N D T R I S TA N T H O R N E

Whether you are a groom or best
man or “koumbaros” as the Greeks
call it, tailor Tristan Thorne at
Saville Row’s Dege & Skinner, gives
his advice on how to dress for a
destination wedding in 2019.
It is no longer just the brides having
their wedding dresses made. There

has been a massive increase in
interest and popularity in tailoring
influenced by popular television
series such as Mad Men, Peaky
Blinders, Suits and The Crown. And
so, now you can find out all about
the groom’s styles for the first time
ever also in Ellwed.

About the Author:
Tristan Thorne is Bespoke Cutter and European
Travelling Representative at Dege & Skinner
10 Savile Row - London. A company with more
than 150 years’ experience in tailor made suits
and uniforms. Dege & Skinner is honoured to
hold the Royal Warrant of Appointment to
HM The Queen since 1984.
www.dege-skinner.co.uk
@degeandskinnerofficial
@tristanthetailor
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The popular option
Gentlemen are looking to spend more
on their wedding outfits with the
three-piece suit still the most popular
choice. Later in the evening, after
photographs and speeches you can
remove your jacket just wearing the
waistcoat and still look smart.
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A classic, white shirt is the best
option and for a destination wedding
choose a linen / cotton blend or plain
poplin. A long-sleeved shirt will
always be more stylish than one with
short sleeves. Folding up the sleeves
later in the evening is acceptable
but remember you are still being
photographed, so make sure they are
even and not bulky.

The material
For a summer or destination wedding,
plain, brighter colours work the
best. Choose natural fibres such as a
lightweight wool, or a wool/silk/linen
blend as they have a bit more texture

than a plain wool. Bamboo is also a
good alternative to linen. Then there
are high twist, open weave cloths
such as a Fresco or Mohair which
are cooler to wear, allow more airflow and are more crease resistant,
an important consideration when
travelling overseas to your wedding.
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Photographs from Dege Skinner

The style
Will this be just a one-off garment?
More couples are also opting for
black tie, both for the wedding day
and the evening. However, in my
opinion for a destination wedding
a lounge suit is more contemporary,
can be worn again and is a better
choice.

The complete look
Ensure all the groomsmen are all
matching. Even if you aren’t planning
for all the men in your wedding party
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to wear the exact same suit or tux, it’s
important that their outfits match in
style and feel with yours.
Include the wedding colours when
picking accessories. Choose a colour
that will match or blend with the
bridesmaid dresses and main tones
of the flower arrangements. You can
co-ordinate ties and pocket squares
but with a subtle variation for the
groom.
For 2019 Liberty floral prints are
set to be popular and series Peaky
Blinders has grown a trend for
braces, pocket watches, bow ties and
pocket squares.
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Photographs from Dege Skinner

Plan ahead
t’s special to be able to wear
something you have had made
just for you. If you decide on such
custom suit, bear in mind it takes 12
weeks for bespoke and 6-8 weeks for
made-to-measure.

Conscious Fashion
I am seeing that customers are
becoming a lot more aware of
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Tristan Thorne at Dege Skinner

sustainability. The fashion industry is
the second largest industrial polluter.
Bespoke has a smaller carbon
footprint than ready to wear and
it is made to last many years. Look
to use ethically sourced materials
from your home country or locally
produced cloths. Merchants should
offer traceability and provenance
of their cloths. Basically, anything
that helps make your wedding less
wasteful is a good thing, which is
why a tailored suit that will be worn
again is great investment

T R I S TA N ’ S T O P T I P S :
To make it more memorable the groom can get embroidery on his
shirt or the date of the ceremony on his pocket square.
Buy two shirts. One to wear during the day and one to change into
after the ceremony.
Make sure bottom of the waistcoat covers the top of the trousers /
waistband. There is nothing worse than seeing the shirt!
NO 80’s brocade vests, satin cravats etc.
Small boutonnières. Florists have a terrible habit of making them
huge and it doesn’t sit well on the jacket.
Lastly, remember that you’re there to compliment, not outshine the bride!
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WEDDING TRENDS FROM THIS LA
BOHEME LOOKBOOK SHOOT FORM THE
H E A RT O F A N C I E N T AT H E N S
The Royal fever is all around us with
so many royal weddings from UK,
but what you may have not known,
Greece has a long lost monarch
tradition which is inspiring the new
wedding trends also here in Greece,
as we see in many styled shoots and
some real weddings. Other trends of
this year also include eco-friendly or
eco-conscious weddings and of course
florals! Especially for the spring, floral
everything is so “in” right now! From
dresses to floral curtain backdrops,
cakes and even shoes! But we went a
step further with our cover lookbook
shoot.

Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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This time we combined the ancient
Greek history and mythology with
eco-conscious elements as dry
florals and minimalistic decor. Greek
goddess look is becoming more and
more popular around the world, but
where more appropriate to celebrate
the Greek mythology and history
than in the center of Athens, at the
acropolis or the ancient marbles as
the locals call it? In this issue we are
focusing on all things bridal and how
you can combine and style your look,
to achieve the cool Greek goddess
inspired ethereal boho vibe.

Selected Vendors:
Concept, Organization and Styling, Kiss from Fleur
Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
Coordination, Ellwed Magazine
Bridal Dresses, Kite and Butterfly
Flower Decoration, Petridis LV
Headpieces and Accessories, Heart of Gold
Venue, The Loft
Hair and Makeup Artist, Athena Skouvakis
Muse, Ace Models
Love Letters, Ceremony by Rakor
Balloons, The Balloon Idea
Videography, Beyond Vision Aerial Filmmaking
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The Venue and Location
First location was the center of
Athens on the rocks of Areios Pagos
or Areopagus. The most famous bare
marble hill with the view of Acropolis
and the whole city underneath. This
was the place where Apostle Paul
spoke to the Athenians almost 2000
years ago. This location is filled
with historic events and locations
like the ancient theater Odeon of
Herodes Atticus, just few minutes
away! Acropolis area is the main
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touristic attraction and favorite photo
shooting spot for destination brides.
The perfect ancient historic location
to achieve the Greek goddess boho
look you desire.
Our second location was the
abandoned warehouse look gallery
in the center of the city. This location
is perfect if you want to mix the new
and the old. Spice it up with some
shine! We used the giant mirror
LOVE letters from Ceremony by
Rakor and oversized silver balloons
by The Balloon Idea.
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The Eco-Conscious Florals
Although this year pops of colour and
lots of florals are ever so popular we
went the other way. Our bridal bouquet
and the floral curtain backdrop by
Petridis LV was created with dry
eco-conscious florals, preserved for
ever to compliment the free-spirited
ethereal bohemian bride. Instead of
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“abundance” we are focusing on what
really matters. Thinking of the future
generations, minimal, yet to the point,
is the new luxury! This look will speak
volumes if done correctly. We also
played around with different natural
backdrops like the suspended floral
arrangement with olive branches and
hints of gold or white feathers. Which
one would flatter your style best?
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The Ethereal Boho Dress
These Kite and Butterfly dresses,
coming to us all the way from
California, are made for the bohemian
flower child bride, longing for a Greek
mythical destination wedding! The
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collection of eternal wedding dresses,
delicately created with assortment of
French laces and hand dyed silks. For
spring or summer wedding in Greece,
these dresses will perfectly match
the Greek climate, new culture and
mythological history! Which one is
your favorite?
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Greek Mythology Inspired Accessories
Our Heart of Gold Greek mythology
inspired headpieces, specially created
for this shoot, also came to us all
the way from America to complete
the look of our contemporary Greek
goddess with the shimmers of gold.
From avant-garde elaborate crowns to
extravagant earring, fit for a new age
queen! Take your pick!

If alternative, romantic moody
elegance is what you desire then this
lookbook styled shoot is right for
you! The whole shoot was styled and
conceptualized by our planner and
stylist, Anna Jill of Kiss from Fleur.
See more inspirations towards the end
of the magazine on page….

Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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2019 TOP TRENDS WITH KYLIE
C A R L S O N O F T H E I N T E R NAT I O NA L
WEDDING TREND REPORT
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY KYLIE CARLSON

We believe that every wedding
professional must be informed of
the latest wedding trends. They
need to stay on top of what’s in and
what’s out in order to best serve their
clients. But, we also believe, every
bride should as well. Don’t worry, no
need for an extensive research! We
got you covered! This issue of Ellwed
is dedicated to this year’s wedding
trends and inspirations!

International Wedding Trend Report
for 2019 is already out! Brought to
you by the Academy of Wedding and
Event Planning with Kylie Carlson,
who, in her professional opinion,
gave us her best picks for this year’s
wedding scene.
To read the full report go to
weddingacademyglobal.com

About the Author:
Kylie Carlson is the owner of the International
Academy of Wedding and Event Planning.
With six locations globally, the academy boasts
an internationally recognized accreditation
program that brings professional training to
wedding planners, designers and stylists.
www.weddingacademyglobal.com
facebook.com/WeddingAcademyLive
@WeddingAcademyLive
Roberta Facchini Photography
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Full photo credit in the Trend Report.
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En Route Photography

Rachel Takes Pictures

Rachel Takes Pictures

Nuria Cienfuegos Photography

Creative Conscious
With two Royal Weddings in 2018
both choosing to include eco-friendly
options from ‘no plastic’ to ‘foam
free florals’ the sustainability trend
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is definitely a popular one. For an
environmentally conscious design
use plenty of ‘upcycled’ elements
and mismatched antiques such as
recycled paper stationery, repurposed
glassware and candlesticks, and of
course seasonal florals and foliage.

Judith Stoop Photography

Shimmer and Shine
After years of rose gold, copper,
brass and gold, I’m happy to say that
silver and chrome are set to make a
comeback. This isn’t about bringing

En Route Photography

back the sequin linens, but instead
creating sparkle with mirrored
elements such as furniture and
tableware, more metal in the form
of glassware, pewter chargers and
serving dishes, candlelight, edible
glitter, and metallic foiled stationery.
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Hipster Wedding

Karina Papadopoulus

Hipster Wedding

Pops of Colour
With Living Coral being announced
as the Pantone Colour of the year it’s
no surprise that we are seeing lots of
colour emerging for 2019 weddings,

which has been completely inspired
by the botanical florals and bright
colours that have been flooding
the fashion runways. Think Mango
Mojito, Poppy Red, Iris Blue, Primrose
Yellow - all wonderfully bold and
bright shades found in nature.

Roberta Facchini Photography
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E L LW E D ’ S M O O D B O A R D
TRENDING COLOR OF THE YEAR
PA N T O N E ’ S L I V I N G C O R A L
B Y S A N YA P E R C I C

“Living Coral” of the year
For 2019 Pantone choose the color,
“Living Coral”, which perfectly tones
with Greek climate and sea theme.
You may or may not be a fan of this
one. But we urge you to keep an open
mind, explore all colors. There are
numerous ways to incorporate this
color in your wedding décor and

still make it look impressive! Take
some ideas from our mood board
and then check out how we used
this colour in our past styled shoots,
which were also published in the 2019
International Wedding Trend Report
by the Academy of Wedding and
Event Planning. For full story get the
last years issues of Ellwed at ellwed.
com/magazine

See credits for all photos on the last page of Ellwed
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Living Coral in spring
This was the Ellwed cover shoot for the
Spring2018 issue and we focused on
the essence of spring! Vibrant colours
in full bloom and spring mood filled
with life and a hint of rustic vintage
elements that bring us closer to
nature. Our planner and stylist Anjie,
from Only for You Events envisioned
and designed the whole theme. With
tableware & furniture rentals from
White Lilac and Style Box and her
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eye for detail the whole piece came
together, where Studio 7 Florescence
incorporated the “Living Coral”
colours in the floral centerpieces.
Invitations & stationery by Atelier
Invitations in similar colours were
thoughtfully arranged for flat-lay
photography by Sotiris Tsakanikas,
who also beautifully captured the
whole shoot. See and read the full
story and the full list of vendors in our
Spring2018 issue of Ellwed magazine.

Living Coral in summer
Ellwed’s Summer2018 cover shoot
was dedicated to the urban couple
who loves to have fun! Our stylist and
planner, Bobbie from Sand + Lace
Events, designed the whole concept
of this urban love affair. The “Living
Coral” was seamlessly incorporated
in the floral structures by Studio 7
Florescence, to make this summer
elopement fun an young as our
gorgeous couple Anna and Giorgio.
Anna wore the unique bridal gown by
Epifanios Atelier and Giorgio’s navy

blue custom made suit by Sur Mesure
was styled with the “Living Coral”
buttonhole. Georgia Xristodoulou,
our makeup specialist took care that
the overall look for our bride and
groom fitted the theme, with “Living
Coral” eye shade and lip stain for our
bride. The jungle oasis Six D.O.G.S.
venue in the center of Athens was
perfect fit for this urban love affair.
The whole shoot and the urban love
affair storytelling was captured by our
photographer Karina Papadopoulos.
See and read the full story and the full
list of vendors in our Summer2018
issue of Ellwed magazine.
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FULL WEDDING PLANNING VS
D AY- O F - C O O R D I N AT I O N
W HAT I S T H E D I F F E R E N C E ?
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
B Y V I C K Y G A L ATA

The proposal was made and the
date was set. And now what?
Planning your wedding day requires
organizational skills, time and
coordination to complete the original
vision of the perfect day and here

Photography, Fiorello Photography
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comes the wedding planner. Since
each couple is special, you can choose
what suits you best between the full
wedding planning services to Day-ofCoordination.

About the Author:
Hello, I am Vicky. I am the dreamer and event
planner behind Fairytales Come True by Vicky in
Greece. Based in Athens, featured on wedding
blogs such as Wedding Chicks, Madame
Wedding Design, The Outside Bride, Bride
Diaries, Ellwed and many others, I love to create
something from scratch, to be a storyteller
through my concepts. I adore to be the bridge
between I DO moment and the Happily Ever
After of your fairytale story we created together!
We Do Life Events
www.fctevents.gr
@fairytalescometruebyvicky
Photo: Fiorello Photography
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Fairytales Come True by Vicky

The full wedding planning offers
supervision from beginning to end.
Designing, planning & coordinating

your special day in every single detail.
This is a stylish & stress-free planning
process for you and your wedding day
will be as you dreamed of. A wedding
planner will keep track of your budget
and can offer you services such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full wedding planning
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Wedding Concept & Design
Referrals
Moodboard
Venue Selection
Catering
Music & Entertainment
Invitations & Stationery
Decoration

Transportation
Beauty - MUH
Photography & Videography
Dessert Table
Cake Selection
Floral Design
Advice
Coordination of the Day

Hire a wedding planner if
•
spare

You do not have much time to

•
You do not have the greatest
organizational skills

•

You have the budget for it

•
You want everything to be
under control on the big day and fully
organized

•
You do not know where
to start and how to complete such
demanding process

•

You live and work abroad
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Photography, Fiorello Photography

Day-of-coordination
One to two months before your
wedding day, start working with an
event planner and fill them in on
your planning process and timeline.
Following the agreed timeline, the
planner will then coordinate your big
day. Taking care of every single detail
Day-of-Coordination can offer you
services such as:
•
Consultation
•
Create timeline
•
Confirmation with Vendors
•
Advice
•
Coordination of the Day
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to make sure nothing is forgotten
for the big day and talking with all
selected vendors 2-4 weeks before the
wedding day to ensure all is on track
and running smoothly. You originally
plan your wedding but on the day,
leave the responsibilities to the
professionals, so that you and your
friends can enjoy your wedding day.

Hire a Day-of-coordinator if
•
spare

You have some free time to

•
You do not have the budget
for a full wedding planning services
•
You know how to complete
such demanding process

•
You have
organizational skills

the

greatest

•
You want everything to be
under control and fully organized
on the wedding day so you and your
guests can enjoy the special day

In any case, consult a professional wedding planner and let them guide you to the
service that suits you better according your needs and your special wedding day
will come true! If you are planning a destination wedding, we highly recommend
hiring professionals to help you. Even more so, if you do not speak the language.
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E X P E R I E N C I N G T H E U N D E R WA T E R
PHOTOGRAPHY
L E AV E T H E C R O W D E D B E A C H E S
BEHIND EXPLORE THE MY THICAL BLUE
OF THE GREEK SEA
G R E E K M Y T H O L O G Y I N S P I R E S T O D AY ’ S
PHOTOGRAPHY
EXPERT ’S ADVICE
BY AGELIKI BITSIKA

The water element in ancient classical
Greece was extremely important.
So much that it was protected by
Poseidon, Zeus brother and ruler
of the Seas. According to Greek
mythology, Aphrodite, the Goddess of
Love, was born out of the sea, near the
island of Kythera. Out of the waves, in
the Greek sea, we swim in today, the

Photography, Eros+Soul

beautiful and serene goddess of Love
emerged. With the mission to protect
love and all the lovers. Greece is the
land of Gods. The land of Eros & Soul:
the greatest love story in the history
of the world, an inspiration which
permeates every single photograph
we take.

About the Author:
Whether you plan to get married or dream
your honeymoon, anywhere will be a Greek
myth and an ominous energy covering the
place. Eros+Soul is coming to help you find the
treasures of Greece and be photographed for
your mythical occasion.
erosandsoul.com
@erosandsoul
Photography for this article, Eros+Soul
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Aphrodite, the Goddess of Love and
Beauty, has a deeper connection not
only with Greek mythology but also
with Greek civilisation. One of the
most famous work of ancient Greek
sculpture is the statue of “Aphrodite of
Milos”. The statue is named after the
Greek island of Milos, where it was
discovered.
Milos is like a magical land. The most
exotic island in the Aegean. A couple’s
paradise, which has been blessed
with turquoise waters surrounded by
unique lunar landscapes. They say it is
the most erotic island to explore with
your soulmate. Explore the caves,
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follow the shining light of colours,
breathe the sea breeze and discover
the pure love.
The sensation of the water on the skin,
the reflections of light, the play of light
and darkness and the human form
underwater as it blends with a natural
element so powerful, is truly mythical
to experience, regardless of the
occasion. Such an experience awaits
you when booking an underwater
photography session, no matter what
the occasion: in a wedding dress or in
a bathing suit, alone or with your big
party. All underwater.

In case you select a luxury
accommodation at Costa Navarino
Resort for your wedding, your
honeymoon or holidays, you have the
opportunity to explore the beauty of
the undersea world at Proti island.
According to the myth, the island
attributes its name to the sea god
Proteus, son of Poseidon. Together we
can discover the beautiful secret cove
in the east side of the island, perfect
for an underwater photography
experience because of the pool-like
conditions, with blue crystal waters.
And what is more, at only 5 meters of

depth, we can go exploring the wreck
of the Anouar ship (40 meters long),
which dates back to the Second World
War.
If you are interested in diving into the
most ancient city of the world, then
Pavlopetri is your best choice. It’s a
UNESCO World Heritage Site and the
city rests 4 meters below sea level. You
will admire the exquisite architecture
and the remarkable attractions that
have been underwater for more than
5000 years.
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“A

s a child I’ve always tried
to escape the law of
gravity, and as a wedding
photographer I have found this is
possible ...

”
I N T E RV I EW W I T H OU R F I N E A RT
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER
G E O R G E L I O P E TA S

This time, we are so excited to have
this exclusive interview with George
Liopetas. You may already have heard
of him or seen some of his work in
our previous issues or wedding blogs
like Bridal Musings and many more.
George, a romantic soul, filled with
positive energy and charm, will make
sure your wedding photos will be
unforgettable. With the eye for fine
art details, George captures every

moment with his heart. With his style
of fine art photography, his images
exude emotions, which you will
cherish for ever.
Now, you have the chance to read his
story and get to know him even better.
Hopefully with this interview, your
decision on choosing your wedding
photographer in Greece will be much
easier.

Find George here:
georgeliopetas.com
facebook.com/georgeliopetasphotography
instagram.com/georgeliopetas
All photography by George Liopetas
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We actually know each other since of our early beginnings, as you
were the first true Ellwed contributor and participant! But can you
tell us more about your story and how did you start in the field of fine
art photography?
First of all, thank you very much for having me here, in this issue.
I really love your work and what you are doing in the last years as
wedding blog and magazine. That is why I admire you and why I
trusted you from my early beginning.
My story is not a nouvelle. It is very simple, at least in my eyes. I grew
up in a family of photographers. I was twenty when I realized my
love for photography. I used to shoot weddings from a very early age,
as my mom and dad’s assistant photographer (some years before my
twenties) so I knew how to use a digital camera. The thing is I didn’t
know what I CAN do or FEEL with the use of a camera, express myself
and moreover make other people emotional through my images.
Fine art photography is the heart of my style! In its visuals I have
found a mysterious, magical language where even the simplest form
turns deliberately into a work of art. This may sound vague and posed
but it is the movement and the natural light that create unforeseeably
beautiful moments my brides and grooms will cherish forever. I am
preoccupied with offering my couples organic images that speak of
their moments together.
It must have been amazing growing up in such a creative family. To
study the trade from the early ages on, surely helped you learn a lot.
And so, how would you describe your work flow?
Yes it was. I would say that the most important thing for the best
work flow on the day of the wedding is getting to know my couples
and to offer good opportunity to get comfortable with each other.
My process is to unobtrusively capture the moments I know speak
volumes to their heart and to deliver pristine, heirloom images.
What is the one thing that drives you in your line of work and where
do you find inspiration for your projects?
I believe that we are here to make the world a better place. That
betterment starts in our homes, with our partners. Life may seem as
wilderness-like experience and the bonds we establish are the reward
for going through it. My photography is inspired by these invisible
little threads that keep humans together, the slightest movement, the
lucid gaze, the action one takes towards their beloved, and the art of
it all. As a child I’ve always tried to escape the law of gravity, and as
a wedding photographer I have found this is possible because souls
soar when they’re deliciously happy next to their kin and folk.
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Since you have been working as a wedding photographer for some
time now, and love to travel, we are sure you have seen many places
within Greece and internationally. What would you say differentiates
Greece from other destination, like Italy for instance? Why should a
bride choose Greece?
Greece and Italy are two heavenly places that seem to get bigger and
bigger in the wedding trends destinations globally. I feel so happy I
was born and raised in one of them. Both Greece and Italy have an
amazing sunny climate and longtime history, amazing places and
architecture that are so different from one another. Every bride before
choosing a destination should consider what her dream wedding
destination looks like. In one sentence, ‘What the background looks
like from this amazing portrait they will have upon their sitting table’.
In my opinion, a bride should choose Greece for the olive greenery,
the unique architecture, the white of the islands, the beautiful
weather, those magical beaches, the famous sightseeing, the kind
and helpful relationship people create and so much more.
We could not have described it better! For that reason, which
locations in Greece, except Santorini and Mykonos, would you
recommend to couples and why?
Greece has so many beautiful places for couples to choose for a
wedding destination that even a huge paragraph would not be
enough.
It is true that Mykonos and Santorini are the leaders in Aegean
island’s destination weddings. However, there is great number of
islands and cities that are unique and couples should be aware before
choosing their wedding destination.
If you would ask me to use one ‘reason’ for every island to describe
my favorite Greek week destinations (keep in mind I am an island
lover and sea ‘seeker’), those would be:
Athens for the history, Corfu island for the mix of architecture and
beautiful greenery, Crete for the culture and beaches, Ikaria for
spiritual seekers, hippies or freedom lovers and Sifnos island for
everything it includes (my favorite island in the last years)
Photography, George Liopetas
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Before deciding on a vendor, couples like to do some research first.
What advice would you give them before they decide on a wedding
photographer? What should they look for and pay attention to while
researching?
I always love giving advice to my couples. As I love to say, experience
is something that needs to be shared. Especially when it comes to the
bride-to-be.
In my opinion, every bride-to-be should begin with a wide-research
for vendors (photographers, filmmakers, event planners etc.) and
conclude on what she prefers. Talking for wedding photography, the
bride has to find something that expresses her style, her ‘ego’ like we
say in Greece. As I love to say, choosing a photographer is something
like love at first sight. Meaning that while looking through the
photographers work, she will immediately feel the attraction and the
desire of being their muse. At the end of each wedding, your images
will be the only thing left of that special day in your life. Because
a real professional wedding photographer, does not just point and
shoot, they create memories for lifetime. So, look for the images
filled with emotions, beautiful colours and inspirations. The images
that speak to you.
That is so true! We often look back to our past images and even
share the albums with our friends, so it is important to choose the
right photographer. Therefore, what advice would you give to brides,
before or when they are getting ready, for their photo shoot?

“S

tress is something very important every
couple should avoid on their special
day because they are not going to ‘be’
themselves ...
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Wedding ceremony is something very important and a one-off shot.
There are small and big details every bride should be aware of. I love
making my couples feel warm and confident in order to feel like
home and not stressed at all.
Stress is something very important every couple should avoid on
their special day because they are not going to ‘be’ themselves and
have the same fun they would if they would be stress-free. There are
so many solutions to avoid stress. In my opinion, the most common
reason that creates stress in situations like these is the question ‘Is
everything going to be alright? Will everything go according to the
plan?’ I can answer to this concern with one question: ‘Would you
have the same questions haunting you if you had chosen the right
wedding vendors?’ So, my advice would be to relax and trust in your
chosen professionals.

”
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Before every shoot a photographer needs to be well organized and
prepared for each event. What is your secret to stay calm in stressful
and difficult situations?
As a person, I love being well organized in all parts of my life. As a
result, I try to learn everything about the wedding day before the
wedding comes from my couples. I am well prepared for everything
and that gives me confidence, which keeps me calm.
You probably have many photos of weddings and couples you are
super proud of. But, which one is your favorite and why?
During my career I have been part of more than 200 weddings and
editorials. Furthermore, I love connecting with people, especially
with my clients. I really am proud for every single wedding and
couple I have shot so far and to tell you the truth, I cannot choose
one as a favorite. I love every single wedding the same but for its own
reasons.
What I can tell you is from one of my favorite styled shoots from long
time ago, when Setty Lepida (writer, stylist) asked me this question:
“If your studio was ‘on fire’ and you had the chance to save only ONE
thing from inside, what would it be and why?”
To tell you the truth, this was a really tough question for me because
I am a strict judge of my work. So, I was thinking and thinking, when
it hit me. The one thing that made me realize a lot about wedding
industry and helped me mature as a photographer, as it was a huge
step in my career, was the cover issue I did for Ellwed Magazine (yes
your magazine!) back in Autumn 2017. You can say I was not the
fine art photographer I am today and my imagery has changed a lot.
But I am really happy and grateful you gave me that chance to do so.
I truly believe we created something beautiful and unique back then.
Sooo, I will say Cheers to the Autumn2017 issue and Cheers to our
next one! I can’t wait to see what we will create this summer!
Oh wow! That is really nice to hear and so exciting that we helped
you in this way! We still love that cover and think we all did an
amazing job pulling it together! This cover also got featured on other
blogs and even in a book and we are so proud of it! But you can be
the judge for yourself and see the Autumn2017 issue we are talking
about online at ellwed.com/magazine.

Photography, George Liopetas
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And for the last question, what is that one thing that distinguishes
you from other photographers?
It is a fact that I really love what I do and that photography is
something more than a job to me. I would say, being me! A romantic
soul and always inspired by sincerity and kindness, is for sure one
thing that sets me apart.

George, this was truly an amazing experience. We are so excited to
be part of this exclusive interview with you for our Ellwed Magazine.
Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions, which will
hopefully help many brides to ease the stress of hiring a wedding
photographer for their wedding in Greece.
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L O I Z O S H O U S E E V E N T R E N TA L S
CUSTOM MADE WEDDING
R E N TA L S I N G R E E C E
GET TO KNOW MY BRAND
PR ARTICLE
B Y KO N S TA N T I N O S L O I Z O S
Get to know the brand behind
this event rental company,
Loizos House. If you dream
of the one of those stunning
weddings you see all over the
Internet, you might need to
hire some of these vital parts for
your wedding décor and design.

Photography, Maria Mintsidou
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The Loizos House Event Rentals
can provide you the latest trends
and unique elements for your
event. They will cater to your
needs and specifically to your
taste and style. Let’s meet this
brand and see what tips they
have in store for us!

Get in touch:
www.loizoshouse.gr
instagram.com/loizoshouserentals
facebook.com/loizoshouserentals
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Photography, Skigo Photography

Photography, Skigo Photography

Loizos House established its brand
on the Greek market as the leading
designer custom made furniture
company. The technology we own
and the experts we use to make the
details distinguishes us on the Greek
market. In the past, we received many
orders to construct certain items for
other furniture rentals in Greece or
even Australia, so we thought “why
not”! We designed many items that
are easily liked on social media like
Pinterest or Instagram, but hard
to find in Greece and so LH Event
Rentals was born. What sets us apart
is our ability to construct the pieces
you need for your dream wedding.
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Photography, Pahountis George

Our company’s branded item is
our monastery style table! It is
our best selling product and we
have specialized on every type and
design of it. Although we design and
produce a lot of novelty tables, but
what makes us different from other
rentals is our idea to make wedding
arches from real oak wood, even 3
meters high in any shape you desire.
If you are thinking of renting any
such specialty items, here are some
tips you need to know beforehand.

Photography, Skigo Photography

Before talking to a rental When should you place the
company
order?
Do your research. First of all, if you
decide on LH Rentals, you need to
know that we are not just a rental
company, but also the producers.
We can take care of your every need.
What others can’t offer you, we can
create it just for you. After you rent it,
we can also keep it in our storehouse.
With our pieces you will elevate the
quality of your wedding and make
the event unaffordable for the years
to come.

The order times depend on the items
you want to rent. But in general,
good practice is to get in touch with
us at least 4 months before the event
and we have to know an approximate
number of your guest so as to keep
the right quantity in stock for your
date.
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Photography, The Meta Project

Photography, Skigo Photography

Photography, Skigo Photography

Photography, Skigo Photography

What arch or backdrop can
you choose?
Wedding arches or backdrops
are the well-established trend in
Greece especially for the destination
weddings. If you have a special arc
or a backdrop in mind, make sure to
reach out to us as soon as possible,
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and we can construct anything
they have in mind, if your time of
reservation is early enough.
However we have many types and
designs which are mostly seen on
Pinterest right now, already in stock.
With our specialty pieces, you can
also have your dreamy photo with
your desired arch or backdrop also in
Greece, as the one you have seen on a
wedding blog or social media.

Photography, Gerasimos Fronimos

Photography, Maria Mintsidou

What else can you rent?
Our destination brides usually also
order a big variety of chairs and
other furniture, like drawers for a
cigar bar or big bars for cocktails.

Sofas all made from oak wood with
wooden handmade decoration, are
also some of our items that many of
our customers need for decorating
their wedding in Greece. We are here
for you for all the event rental needs!
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24 Goat, as the name suggests, is all about natural Greek
inspired designs. “24 Goat” is an Athens based brand that
creates tote bags with unique linocut handmade prints.
Their moto is “Bags about days, nights & supermarkets”
Also find them on Etsy
@_24goat

F I N D Y O U R PA R T Y FAV O R S I N
GREECE
EIGHT SPECIAL BRANDS
FROM GREECE HAND PICKED
F O R YO U, W H I C H YO U C A N
F I N D O N I N S TA G R A M

Surprise your guests with
amazing gifts that will forever
stay in their memories. The
good thing about some of
the special gifts, is the ability
to personalize them. And we
don’t just mean adding your

Ode to Socks is a Greek designer Socks brand with a twist!
Get the #Couplegoals sock for your man, or these cute
lucky “Ftou Ftou” socks with the Greek “Evil Eye” for your
girls! Their moto is “Radiate love, Eat well and wear your
socks”. Check their designs also at Assos Marketplace.
@odetosocks

initials on the gift, but to
truly design something with
the artist that represents both
of you as a couple. Here are
some brands, designers and
creatives from Greece that
you can find on Instagram.

Ploos Design is Multidisciplinary Design Studio, where
you can find the designed collection of modern everyday
objects and gifts with a different Greek designs. From
cups to notebooks and special magnets and other details.
Surely one will speak to you.
@ploos_design

Urban Pottery is definitely a brand you don’t want to miss!
Handmade ceramics and porcelain crafted in Athens,
Greece, will simply draw you in! Maybe order your special
piece for your wedding day or a gorgeous unique souvenir
for your closest family and friends. Urban Pottery offers
you many different choices with fun, chic and colorful
designs. Find them also at Etsy.
@urban_pottery
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Apivita is one of the biggest beauty product brands of
Greece. Their moto: “Natural beauty care products,
born of bees in Greek nature raised by science. Let’s
#pollinatebeauty”
@apivita

CHUPPAH
CANOPY
ARCH
BACKDROP
DECK
CHAIR
BENCH
L ANTERN
LIGHTING
TABLE

Flâneur Souvenirs & Supplies shop based in Athens,
where you will find souvenirs for the curious mind &
supplies for the urban explorer with Greek themes and
designs.
@flaneur_souvenirs_supplies

Boho Choco is one of the first eco conscious, vegan
friendly macramé artists based in Athens but can ship
worldwide! Find your special gifts or order custom
made, hand knotted just for you. From jewelry to
backdrops or table cloths. Boho Choco, specializes on
chic, boho, indie wedding accessories.
@boho_choco

Artwear Dimitriadis is a handmade Jewellery designed
and made in Greece by Eleni D. With the special flair
for the fine art and avant-garde, these pieces created
with Swarovski elements will for sure steal everyone’s
attention.
@artweardimitriadis
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RUG

MYKO NO S

R A KO R C E R E M O N I E S | E V E N T R E N TA L S E XC L U S I V E LY D E S I G N E D F O R M Y KO N O S
info@rakorceremonies.com | rakorceremonies.com
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This
could be your spot

Elevate your brand and reach your clients
Advertise with Ellwed

hello@ellwed.com

ellwed.com
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LA B OHÈME EDITORIAL FROM
T H E H E A RT O F AT H E N S
E L LW E D C O V E R S H O O T L O O K B O O K
BY ANNA JILL OF KISS FROM FLEUR
Raw industrial look and moody
bohemian atmosphere – two words
which are really not compatible at
first glance. But on second sight
though, are truly made for each
other.

Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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This editorial will inspire you to
create your own style, through
the series of romantic Kite and
Butterfly lace wedding dresses for
the ethereal bohemian bride.

Selected Vendors:
Coordination, Ellwed Magazine
Concept, Organization and Styling, Kiss from Fleur
Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
Bridal Dresses, Kite and Butterfly
Flower Decoration, Petridis LV
Headpieces and Accessories, Heart of Gold
Venue, The Loft
Hair and Makeup Artist, Athena Skouvakis
Muse, Ace Models
Love Letters, Ceremony by Rakor
Balloons, The Balloon Idea
Videography, Beyond Vision Aerial Filmmaking
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A
flower
curtain,
which
embellishes naked walls, a young
bride, who affronts to evanescence
and needless to say, the one true
love, which gives meaning to our
existence – we complement each
other where we can.
In
vibrant
urban
district
Monastiraki of Athens, bohemian
bridal inspirations found over there

a new unknown exciting look.
Bare, fresh and extrovert trades
the young spirited bride flower
meadows against urban gallery,
vintage chic against industrial
charm and dusty tradition against
a glossy love sign and silver giant
balloons – setting new standards in
matter of bohemian way of life.

Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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And with a little bit of
glamour, a hint of opulence
and a dash of flamboyance,
we brought the stereotypical
picture of the 70’s into the
here and now. What remains
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is the attitude to life at that
time, lighthearted, playful
and free. Indicated by wildly
graceful flower arrangements,
Greek inspired headpieces
and sensual lace dresses.
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Fine Art Photography, Cornelia Lietz
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R O YA L T Y I N S P I R E D E D I T O R I A L A T T H E
N A S I O U T Z I K M U S E U M I N S PATA
S T Y L E D W E D D I N G I N AT T I K I
B Y K O N S TA N T I N A L A FA R A
FROM SOO EVENTS
This wedding editorial originates from
a crisp, cloudy November morning in
Athens, in the Nasioutzik Museum
Estate. However, if you look closer, it
almost seems that it doesn’t take place
in Athens. It is set on a period so old,
yet timeless, where everything was
handmade and aristocratic, a period
where art was highly prestigious and
sought-after in Western Europe. We
are taking you to the Byzantine era.

Photography: Les Anagnou
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The table is set perfectly aligned and
just outside of the Meteora building,
that has been constructed to resemble
a monastery or castle. It was literally
built around this magnificent wooden
door and is located at the top of the
hill, providing a phenomenal view of
the entire Mesogaia region.

Vendors Credits:
Event Design, Styling & Planning: Soo Events
Location: Athens
Venue: Nasioutzik Museum
Photography: Les Anagnou
Videography: Make Your Own Films
Wedding Dress: Dimitris Petrou
Groom’s Attire’: Dimitris Petrou
Wedding Stationery & Favors: Love Me Do
Tableware: White Lilac
Cake & Desserts: Pavlov’s Lab
Flower arrangements: Studio 7
Hair & Make Up Artist: Frantzeska Koukoula
Model Agency: The Legion, VN Models
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The color palette is intense and
exuberant, textures are rich and
alive. Petrol blue velvet that covers
the antique monastery wooden
table, combined with old wooden
chairs and luxurious tableware. All in
abundance. The palette gets enriched
by the mustard yellow ribbons that
tie the light blue linen napkins, just
as the girls used to tie their dresses so
tight around their waists. The flowers
are dark red and yellow, in liaison
with this autumnal scenery and the
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light breeze diffuses the smell of
honey from the candles in the air.
And there she comes. An empress, so
elegant like a queen and so airy like a
ghost. Again, the orange hair accents
the light blue wedding dress, while
pairing perfectly with the entire
setting. Can you see her look when
she takes a glance at him? Can you
feel her heartbeat while she reads her
vows to him?

The tastes are thick as well. Syrup
running all over the era’s delicacies,
mixed with the strong leather smell.
This amazing set-up, with the orangeish wall, the wooden table, the leather
tags and the petrol blue cake made
us stare in awe. We used leather
to create an envelope to seal the
nostalgic wedding invitation, as well
as to create pouches for the barley.
Oh yes, the barley, because that’s
what they tossed to the newlyweds in
the Byzantine era.

Every single detail was curated, from
the wooden and alabaster horses on
the tablescape to the styling of the
bride and her magnificent crown. As
Nikos Kazantzakis once said, based
on one of his favorite Byzantine
myths, “Since we cannot change
reality, let us change the eyes which
see reality”.
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H O M E C O M I N G D E S T I NAT I O N
G R E E K W E D D I N G AT P L ATA R IA
REAL WEDDING IN IGOUMENITSA
B Y F O T I S S I D TA S I O S
I met Sotiris and Natasha many
years before their marriage.
There always was a very intense
friendship between us that tied

Photography: Fotis Sid Photography
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us and when they told me they
wanted me as their wedding
photographer, I was truly
moved.

Vendors Credits:
Photography, Fotis Sid Photography
Wedding planner, Meli Weddings
Floral Design, Rammos - Floral Stuctures
Wedding dress, Atelier Evdokia
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They live in Leverkusen in
Germany, however they wanted
Greece to be their marriage
destination. Plataria in Greece
was their home, the place where
they grew up and they loved so
much.
The love that binds them
seemed even stronger on that
day, which you can clearly see
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on the images. The collaboration
between all the vendors and
friends we had on that day was
simply incredible, which shows
on the end result.
We keep daily communication
with the couple and we
constantly remember that day
since we do not want it to last
only one day.
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A REAL WEDDING ON THE MOST
E C L E C T I C M O U N TA I N R E T R E AT
AND THE PRET TIEST CHURCH YOU’ VE
EVER SEEN IN GREECE
R E A L W E D D I N G I N PAV L I A N I
BY YIANNIS & VESSI SIMOPOULOS
The sound of pounding hooves, a
swirl of mountain dew and pine
scents sweetly dancing in the wind
come to connect a celebration
of love with a world in motion.
From this remote gaucho ranch in

Photography: VY Simopoulos
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Central Greece and the stud lands
of Pavliani this real wedding rounds
up the prettiest features to look for
when your hearts are set on gorge
mountain retreat “I do’s”!

Vendors Credits:
Photography: VY Simopoulos
Bridal Dress: Joycard Concept Atelier
Bridal Shoes: Chaniotakis
Groom’s Suit: Nnikolaos Kourlas
Invitations: Cleverprint
Wedding Rings: Gouvas
Wedding Crowns : Laka Luka
Event Planning: Olvion
Floral Design: George Balomenos
Location: Vasilikia Mountain Farm
Catering: Time Out
Favours: El Deco
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We’ve always had a thing for unique
wedding venues that is why we were
so happy to hear our couple Stella
and Apostolis were planning to tie
the knot on the Vasilikia gaucho
estate in Pavliani. Life in this magical
place outside the threshold of the
modern world lies between equine
delights, long rides, river strolls,
camp-fires, wine-tasting, foraging
and mushrooming, hence our
conviction that these two were in for
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a great adventure, plus we couldn’t
wait to capture love at its best in its
premises.
To Stella and Apostolis such place
carries enormous emotional power
as spending time in nature is what
they love to do on the weekends.
Their wish was to bring close friends
and family and allow them to enjoy
the freedom of open pastures,
dandelions on their feet and the most

fun alfresco reception in the forested
enclave. Their big day began with
preparations at the retreat’s wooden
cabins with happy buzz and bubbly
toasts and culminated with a large
fete under strings of fairy lights and
endless dancing till the wee hours.
From their quaint modernist
triangular church -so unique across
Greece- to the most romantic niches
so perfect for wedding photography

and from the stunning glass-house,
the observatory and the prettiest
Airstream 28’ international signature
series designed by Christopher C.
Deam parked in the retreat’s heart
we could hardly contain ourselves
from capturing the portraits and
love among happy people who know
that above the beauty of nature and
the verve of celebration comes the
sweetest thing in life - moments with
the ones you love!
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S U P E R C H I C D E S T I NAT I O N W E D D I N G
WITH GREEK TRADITION
REAL WEDDING ON CORFU
B Y K A R I N A PA PA D O P O U L O S

When you meet “your own” couple
you have a feeling like you won
jackpot. That’s exactly feeling I had
after our first call with Tom and
Matina. So stylish, so open-minded
people which perfectly knew how
their wedding should be and how it
shouldn’t.
Matina is originally from Patra, city
in the Central Greece, but all her

childhood she spent in beautiful
Corfu in her family’s summer
house. For the last 15 years she
has been living in New York where
she met her future husband Tom.
Obviously to imagine when Tom
visited Corfu for the first time he
fell in love with the beauty of this
island. Authentic Greek vibes,
crystal turquoise sea and delicious
food.

Vendor Credits:
Photographer: Karina Papadopoulos
Wedding planner and styling: Rosmarin Corfu Weddings
Flowers: Leonidas Rammos
Light and entertainment: Wedding Republic Videographer:
Cinemascope Wedding
Bridal hair: Poulasi Aristea
Bridal shoes: Christian Louboutin
Dress: Carol Hannah Bridal
Catering: Venetian Well
Bar catering: Botanist Corfu
Photography: Karina Papadopoulos
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So the choice of the location for
this destination wedding was
naturally Corfu!
We have started wedding planning
1 year in advance before the date.
Matina wanted to combine very
Greek elements with modern
and stylish details. This is how
their wedding concept was born.
Modern geometrical shapes and
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simple rustic floral design with olive
branches and some white flowers.
Acrylic place cards, sophisticated
table plan with golden calligraphy,
golden geometrical shaped candle
holders and welcome sign. All these
perfectly fitted in the beautiful
Villa Sylva’s surroundings which is
one of the most elegant and luxury
wedding venues on Corfu.

The speechless Matina’s wedding
dress from Carol Hannah Bridal
and ideal Louboutin shoes created
perfect bridal look. The bride
was walking down the aisle with
her father and accompanied by
Greek traditional live music. The
ceremony was so touchy and full of
tears of happiness.

The reception took place at the
pool’s area at the villa. Needless
to say that night continued with
dancing and also swimming. It was
an unforgettable day!
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PINK AND GOLD CHEERFUL
D E S T I NAT I O N W E D D I N G
REAL WEDDING IN CHANIA, CRETE
BY EIRINI THE BRIDE

Our planner Margreet Riemeijer
was amazing taking care of every
single detail in the planning
of the wedding and personally
coordinating the entire day making
sure that we and all our guests had
the best possible experience. From

Photography: Hanna Monika Photography
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the moment Margreet agreed to be
our wedding planner she started
planning every detail and things
moved forward quickly - including
all the things we had not even
considered.

Vendors List:
Planning and Coordination: Gamos Crete
Photography: Hanna Monika Photography
The wedding celebrant: Henk Bekker
Florals: Fragkiadaki Maria
Flower Center Chania
Video by Atheaton Films
Location: Hotel Garden Venue & Beachside Venue in
Chania
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We decided on the location one
year before we got married when
we were in Crete but then leading
up to the Wedding we were only
able to come to Crete a week before
so we needed to put all our trust
in Gamos Crete Weddings. They
coordinated everything with the two
separate venues for the Wedding
and Reception plus all the different
vendors and local suppliers. Our
wedding was very international, with
guests from all over the world .
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Gamos Crete Weddings also come
with many recommended vendors
and suppliers they work with regularly
and we fully endorse all the choices
Margreet suggested for us - we were
always given plenty of information
in advance and it was made as easy
as possible to see examples of past
Weddings to help guide our choices.
We did not feel pressure to go with
any of the recommendations either.
We always had the final decision.

The wedding celebrant, Henk Bekker,
was recommended by Gamos and
we felt very lucky to have him. Like
Margreet, he spoke perfect English and
Dutch. He took a lot of time to get to
know us before the Wedding and spent
a lot of time with us and our guests
before the ceremony so it was a very
personal experience for us and our
families.

In the end our wedding was something
straight from the movies, we and
all of our guests were so happy and
thoroughly impressed from start to
finish.
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T O P 3 S P R I N G W E D D I N G L O C AT I O N S
IN CRETE
WHERE CAN YOU GET MARRIED IN
CRETE
BY MARGREET RIEMEIJER
OF GAMOS CRETE
Can there be a more wonderful
way to start your new life than
in the season of new growth and
love? I don’t think so. After all,
fresh spring blooms and the pops
of lush greenery can make any

wedding venue more inviting and
enchanting. I definitely have Spring
fever just by looking at these three
amazing wedding location options
in Crete and I know you will too!

Beaches in Western Crete
About the Author:
Margreet Riemeijer is the owner and head
wedding planner behind Gamos Crete.
With many years of expertise in planning
elegant, stylish and exclusive, large or small
weddings, she always prioritises the wishes of
her brides. The wedding that will be uniquely
yours. Her Favourite quote by Tony Robbins
is ‘Passion is the genesis of genius’. To every
bride she says: “Feeling very grateful and
honoured to be part of the most important
day of your life”
Find Gamos Crete at gamoscrete.com
All photos by HannaMonika Photography
Please note that these are objective opinions of each place and are formed solely on the idea of weddings and events. The article
is only supposed to contribute to the bride’s decision to choose the right venue for her wedding in Greece. These reviews are meant
to promote the locations and venues in Greece. The reviews are not in any way meant to discredit or slander any professionals,
companies, locations or venues.
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Wouldn’t you just love a beach
wedding location? Imagine the
waves rolling gently on the shore.
Imagine that you’re walking on
crumbling white sand, in the dress
of your dreams, with flowers in
your hair. Imagine all friends and
family members beaming at you,
with a tear or two in their eyes
while standing beside that one
person in the world and the open
sea beyond.

Romantic, huh? Well, that’s
probably why you should opt for
a beach wedding location in West
Coast Crete. A gorgeous stretch
of coastline, perfect beaches like
Falassarna or Elafonissi with azure
blue waters, powdery pinkish sands
and crystal clear lagoons, scenic
mountains and quaint villages
steeped in history all combine to
make Crete’s western coast a prime
beach wedding location.
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Photography: Olga George Chalkiadakis

Photography: Hanna Monika Photography

Private garden at sea
Do you want to say, “I Do,’ in an
intimate outdoor ceremony in a
private garden at the sea? Of course,
you do. Luckily for you, there are
many hotels, villas and/or apartments
located on the beach in the area of
Chania that will offer you exactly
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what you are looking for – a private
tree framed oasis in a beautiful
seaside setting. Fill your special day
with a magical ambiance by pledging
your love in a romantic oceanfront
garden celebration.

Rustic winery
Have you considered a Cretan
winery as a location for your
wedding? Well, the location is
definitely a perfect setting to add
a romantic and rustic touch to
your big day, especially if you’re
planning on having a Boho or
vintage wedding. Imagine how
captivating it can be to get married
in a place where nature seems to
be a friend that participates in the
celebration and hills twined with
abundant olive groves - such a

perfect place to treasure! And the
best part? You and your wedding
party can enjoy a selection of fine
Cretan wines to complement your
meal.
In the end, no matter what type
of wedding location you choose,
celebrating your big day in
romantic and unspoiled Crete will
make for some amazing memories
that will last forever.
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S P R I N G L O C AT I O N S F O R YO U R
HONEYMOONS IN GREECE
3 L O C AT I O N S I N M A N I , T H E G R E E K
PENINSULA IN PELOPONESE
Spring might be the one of the
best seasons for exploring Greece!
Not too hot, yet just perfectly
warm and green for the idyllic
hiking and explorations. You can
schedule your trip around some of
the Greek holidays like The Clean
Monday, the Greek Independence
day or come for the biggest of the
holidays, Easter! You may find
many shops and places closed at
certain days, but you won’t forget

the Greek celebration! If there is
something the Greeks know well, is
how to celebrate! Some of the best
moments you will spend in Greece,
will be honoring some Greek
tradition. And believe us, there are
many. This time we are taking you
to Mani Peninsula in one of the
corners of Peloponnese! There is
much more to see there than these
3 locations, but we will leave you to
explore the rest for yourself!

Limeni and Caves of Diros
The tiny coastline village of Limeni
is considered to be one of the poshest
places around. Here is where you
will find stylish restaurants by the
sea and the hotel with a view like
no other. In summer it can get
pretty crowded there, as all the
surrounding areas come for a swim
to cool down and get a relaxing meal
by the sea. In spring, however, it will
be the best place to visit, with just
the right amount of people, even if
it is only for a day.
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Not far from there, you can take
the tour through Caves of Dirou or
Diros. A lovely relaxing boat ride on
the underground river with natural
rock and crystal creations will leave
you speechless. Many extraordinary
archeological finds have been
discovered in this cave and the area,
as well as the human remain of the
oldest hug, dating back to 3800 B.C.
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Areopoli
This is the town to go for a night
stroll on the historical stone
streets and dinner in one of the
oldest stone houses, which will
transport you to the era of kings
and knights. On the main square,
where the Greek revolution was
born, you can find the oldest
and cutest traditional back
bakery, still maintaining the
traditions. Don’t expect fancy
croissants, rather immerse
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yourself in the raw Greek
traditional flavors made with
love and true ingredients! You
will notice the difference and
will be left wanting for more!
The whole area is rough, natural
yet beautiful. You can feel the
fighting spirit in the air as their
moto is “victory or death”! Try
to schedule your trip (maybe
next year) for the 25th of March
celebrations.

Vathia
A good hour away, through
discovering beautiful untouched
Greek nature, you will reach
this small fortified settlement in
Vathia. Believe it or not, most
of this city of towers, if not all,
is simply abandoned. At your
own risk, you can discover
old house towers, or “pyrgos”
inside and out! Demolished
stone houses and churches

are becoming somewhat of a
touristic attraction, because
of the amazing placement and
the interesting story behind,
but most of all, because of the
discoveries. You cannot stay
there, but surely it is worth to
visit or even arrange your shoot!
The view and the city, where
time stopped, will enchant you.
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EVENTS, SEMINARS, PRO’S

Share your story
Want to see your wedding
in Ellwed?
FOR BRIDES

Do you have questions about your
wedding in Greece?
We would love to help you in any way we
can. Send us your questions at submit@
ellwed.com or through our Socila Media
and we will do our best to answer it.
To help other brides to be, all best questions and
answers will be published in the next Ellwed issue.
If you can’t wait till then, head over to our Bridal
Community. It’s free to join and we can help you
right away.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.bridal.
community
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Share your story with us and inspire
other brides all over the world with
your story! Send us your wedding
story at submit@ellwed.com and
win the title best wedding 2018!

don’t miss

Make sure you
the
next issue and be the first to know.
Get on our

VIP list at

ellwed.com/magazine
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Q & A
BRIDES ASK US AND WE ANSWER
We wou l d l i ke a big ger dest i nat i on we d d i ng i n Gre e ce, but
coming f rom abro ad, we fe el li ke it w i l l b e to o cost ly for s ome
of our guest s. We just fel l i n love w it h Gre e ce s ome ye ars
ago and want to share it w it h our f r i ends and f ami ly. Is t here
s omet hing we c an do to accommo d ate a l l our w ishes and st ay
mindf u l of our guest s? Than k you E l lwe d i n advance for t he
answer !
S ophie and Cr aig
Hel l o t here S ophie and Cr ai g .
Than k you s o much for ask i ng t his quest i on as many of t he
br ides st r ug g l e w it h sim i l ar s cenar i os . Have you che cke d s ome
opt ions and pr ice r anges on li ne? T here are s ome g re at hotel
d i re c tor ies to help you b o ok and nav i gate a ls o w it hi n your
pr ice r ange. But f irst of a l l, have you d e ci d e d on a lo c at i on
ye t ? Where in Gre e c e wou ld your d est i nat i on we d d i ng happ en ?
Isl ands or main l and? As you may have s e en s ome lo c at i ons
w it hin Gre e c e mig ht b e pr i ci er t han ot hers . S o cons i d er t hat
w hen ma k ing your de cision or may b e t hi n k of chang i ng t he
lo c at ion to one l ess exp ens ive. S et yours elf a bud get oh how
much t he y c an sp end for t he accommo d at i on and t he t r ip and
a ls o if p o ssibl e, t hin k of subs i d is i ng it yours elf. May b e on ly to
your cl os est and de arest .
O t her opt ion is to rent t he f u l l v i l l a, w hi ch c an come out
che ap er t han s ep ar ate ro oms . T his of cours e d ep ends on t he
numb er of guest s you w i l l have. You c an a lway s b o ok yours elf
t he ac com mo d at ions you des i re, may b e more exclus ive, f ive
st ar, but for your guest s t h re e or four st ar hotels or ap ar t ments
c an do just f ine.

FOR PRO’S

TA G U S @ E L LW E D M A G
USE
# E L LW E D &

# E L LW E D M A G

T O G E T F E AT U R E D O N O U R
I N S TA G R A M

The main t hing is to do your res e arch wel l. O r ask for help
for m s ome of t he many profess i ona ls i n t he f i eld of tour is m
and we ddings. Then ma ke t he pl an . Fi rst s et t he bud get,
s e c ond, cho os e your l o c at i on and t hen f i nd hotels or v i l l as
t here at t hat l o c at ion. The rest w i l l fol low.
Howe ver, t here w i l l a lways b e s ome one w ho won’t b e able to
ma ke it for w hate ver t he re as on . T hi n k of yours elf, t his is your
d ay and t he most imp or t ant is to sp end i f w it h t he love of your
li fe at your dre am l o c at ion . We hop e t his helps and t hat you
c an have your dre am we ddi ng i n Gre e ce, st ress f re e!
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Are you hosting a seminar or educational
workshop?
Let us know about it & get more exposure

hello@ellwed.com
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D O Y O U H AV E A U S E F U L L
ADVICE TO GIVE OR A
STORY TO TELL?
Send us your article to get featured in the next Ellwed
issue and become the expert in your field.
We would love to hear your advice and feature your
work.

submit@ellwed.com
All best stories and useful advice will be published in the
next Ellwed issue.
If you want to get free education and network with Pro’s
globaly and all over Greece, head over to our Pro’s
Community. It’s free to join.
www.facebook.com/groups/ellwed.pros.community/

UPCOMING SEMINARS
The S e cret O w l
RHODES
MAY 14&15, 2019
w w w.t hes e c retow l.com /

b e co me a pro f e ssio n a l ce rtif ie d w e d di ng
pl a n n e r in G r e e ce .

We dding Circl e
we ddingcircl e.g r

b it.ly/Ce rt if ie dP lanne r
Gre ek We dding Pl anners A l li ance
APR IL 10, 2019
bit.ly/ C er t if ie dPl anner
Gre ek We dding C of fe e C lub
MONTH LY M E ETUPS

Th e v e ry f ir st o n l in e w e d d in g pl a n ne r
co u r se f o r G r e e ks is h e r e !
Pre-regis tratio n c lo s es o n the 10th o f April.
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UPCOMING SHOWS GREECE FOR PRO’S
MEC Paiania
BEAUTY GREECE SPRING 2019
13-15/04/2019
Web Site: www.beautygreece.gr
HelExpo Athnes
GREEK TRAVEL SHOW
12-14/4/2019
3rd TRAVEL AND VACATIONS
EXHIBITION
greektravelshow.helexpo.gr
Zappion
BRIDAL EXPO
2020
www.bridalexpo.gr

GIVE US
YOUR
EXPERT
ADVICE
Do you have a wedding,
fashion or beauty related
blog or business? We
want to hear more.
Become a guest on our
blog or magazine.
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If you are working in the
Wedding Industry, you
should Join

Cheers thank !
and

For Networking, Learning,
Growth and of course
Coffee!

you

Behind the scenes photos and some other not credited photos, by Ellwed
- ellwed.com
Photos under CC0 licence
Haute Stock, Unsplash, Pixabay
douglas-williams, ben-ostrower, Adam Bortnowski, Albrecht Fietz, jarekgrafik,
PublicDomainPictures, Tommaso Pardi, jim-kalligas, nick-chalkiadakis,
allison-heine, ayana-wyse, devin-avery, jonathan-borba, stil, erik-brolin,
jeremy-beadle, jose-ros-photo

Let’s debate over a cup of coffee

@gwcoffeeclub
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